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ABSTRACT Distracted pedestrians, akin to their distracted driver counterparts, are an increasingly
dangerous threat and precursors to pedestrian accidents in urban communities, often resulting in grave
injuries and fatalities. Mitigating such hazards to pedestrian safety requires employment of pedestrian
safety systems and applications that are effective in detecting them. Designing effective pedestrian safety
frameworks is possible with the availability of sophisticated mobile and wearable devices that are equipped
with high-precision on-board sensors capable of capturing fine-grained user movements and context,
especially distracted activities. However, the key technical challenge in the design of such systems is
accurate recognition of distractions with minimal resources in real-time, given the memory, computation and
communication limitations of these devices. Several recently published works detect pedestrian activities
by leveraging on complex activity recognition frameworks using mobile and wearable sensor data. The
primary focus of these efforts, however, was on achieving high detection accuracy, and therefore most
designs are either resource intensive and unsuitable for implementation on mainstream mobile devices,
or computationally slow and not useful for real-time pedestrian safety applications, or require specialized
hardware and less likely to be adopted by most users. In the quest for a pedestrian safety system, we
design an efficient, and real-time pedestrian distraction detection technique that overcomes some of the
shortcomings (of existing techniques). We demonstrate the practicality of the proposed technique by
implementing prototypes on commercially-available mobile and wearable devices and evaluating them
using data collected from human subject participants in realistic pedestrian experiments. By means of these
evaluations, we show that our technique achieves a favorable balance between computational efficiency,
detection accuracy, and energy consumption compared to some other techniques in the literature.
INDEX TERMS Pedestrian, Distraction, Hazard, Mobile, Wearables.

I. INTRODUCTION

Pedestrian safety has become a critical concern as the number
of serious and fatal injuries due to pedestrian-related accidents continues to steadily rise every year [1]. As one of the
major causes of pedestrian-related accidents, distracted drivThis work was presented in part at the IEEE PerCom Workshop on
Sensing Systems and Applications using Wrist Worn Smart Devices (WristSense), March 2018.
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ing has received significant attention over the past decade [2],
[3], which has resulted in a host of techniques to detect and
overcome distraction during driving. However, nearly 50%
[4] of all traffic related pedestrian deaths can be attributed
to distraction among pedestrians (for example, inattentiveness while crossing roads and failure to obey traffic signs)
rather than distracted drivers, which highlights the significant
role pedestrian distraction plays in these accidents [5], [6].
Besides this, distracted pedestrians are also susceptible to
other non-traffic hazards in indoor and outdoor environments,
1
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such as falling over the edge of a subway platform, walking
into obstacles, falling down a stairway, colliding with other
pedestrians, and falling into an uncovered sewer manhole
[7]. It is evident that distracted pedestrians pose a significant
threat not only to their own safety, but also to the safety of
other pedestrians (and drivers), and thus effective systems
and mechanisms to overcome these threats are critically
needed.
Designing effective pedestrian safety systems, however,
has been challenging. A pedestrian safety system typically
comprises two main components (Figure 1): (i) a distraction or hazard detection component, and (ii) an accident
prevention component. The advent of mobile and wearable
devices (e.g., smartphones and smartwatches), equipped with
a variety of high-precision sensors capable of capturing finegrained user movements and context, provides a great opportunity to design sound distraction detection and recognition techniques. However, designing techniques that are
accurate, efficient and real-time is not straightforward, due
to the memory, computation and communication limitations
of these devices.
Several recent research efforts in the literature have attempted to improve pedestrian safety by detecting hazardous
contexts (e.g., incoming vehicles, obstacles, uncovered manholes, etc.) with the help of data available from users’
smartphone cameras [8], [9], [10], [11] or from specialized
sensors (e.g., ultrasonic sensors or depth cameras) attached
to the phones [12], [13], [14]. In addition to shortcomings
such as reliance on smartphone camera feed or other specialized sensors and devices which limits their functionality,
several of these schemes employ computationally-intensive
data processing techniques that are challenging to implement
on resource-constrained mobile and wearable devices. More
importantly, the above techniques fail to generalize the problem of pedestrian distraction detection by not considering
a diverse range of complex and concurrent activities that
commonly resemble distraction, for example, detecting when
users are walking, running or descending staircases and
simultaneously reading, eating or drinking [15], [16]. As a
result, the above solutions are unable to recognize a wide
variety of distraction-related activities.
The key to designing a pedestrian safety system that has
broad application and usage is to first generalize the problem
of detecting distracted pedestrians as a concurrent activity
recognition (or CAR) problem. Several robust and accurate
CAR frameworks that detect and recognize a variety of
human activities, and their complex combinations, by using
data available from commercial mobile and wearable device
sensors have already been proposed in the literature [17],
[18], [19], [20]. However, the applicability of these models
for pervasive pedestrian distraction detection applications is
unclear and has not been well-studied. It appears that a majority of these CAR models proposed in the literature, owing
to their use of computationally expensive data processing
and analysis techniques, could be challenging to implement
and/or efficiently operate on consumer-grade mobile and
2

wearable devices that possess limited computational and
energy resources.
These shortcomings necessitate further investigation in
two directions, which will be pursued by us in this paper:
(i) Is it possible to design a generic pedestrian distraction
detection approach that can operate on existing commercial mobile and wearable devices and achieve a favorable
balance between computational efficiency, detection accuracy, and energy consumption? and (ii) How do existing
concurrent activity recognition frameworks perform in a
pedestrian distraction detection scenario? In line with these
objectives, we first design a novel complex activity recognition technique, called Dominant Frequency-based Activity
Matching (DFAM), which employs a lightweight frequency
matching approach on motion (accelerometer and gyroscope)
data available from users’ mobile and wearable devices to
accurately and efficiently detect and recognize a wide variety
of complex distracted pedestrian related activities. Next, we
undertake a comprehensive comparative evaluation of the
proposed technique with well-known complex activity recognition approaches in the literature by means of distractionrelated data collected from real human subject pedestrians.
II. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

We first outline significant mobile and/or wearable device
based tools and techniques proposed in the literature for
improving pedestrian safety, and discuss their limitations. As
the pedestrian distraction detection problem can be generalized as a CAR problem, later we also discuss recent research
results in the direction of concurrent activity recognition
using these devices, primarily focusing on the recognition of
human activities.
A. PEDESTRIAN SAFETY SYSTEMS

Several research efforts in the literature have employed mobile and/or wearable devices to improve pedestrian safety by
detecting hazardous contexts using users’ smartphone camera [8], [9], [10], [11]. WalkSafe [8] utilized the rear camera
of the smartphone to detect vehicles approaching a distracted
user (or pedestrian) in order to promptly deliver a danger
alert or notification. Deng et al. [10] used image processing
techniques and multi-sensor (barometer, accelerometer and
gyroscope) information on smartphones to detect surrounding objects. Similarly, Peng et al. [11] used real time video
processing of road traffic to help partially sighted pedestrians
in spotting obstacles on their path. SpareEye [9] is another
proposal which applied image processing techniques on a
smartphone camera feed to simultaneously find multiple
obstacles in a user’s path unlike the results by Peng et al.
[11]. One significant drawback of all these proposals is that
they employ costly and resource-intensive image capturing
and processing techniques, which can adversely impact the
performance and battery-life of mobile devices, thus diminishing their chances of being continually adopted by users.
Reliance on a smartphone’s camera also restricts the ability
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of these techniques to operate when the camera is obstructed,
for example, in a user’s pocket.
Techniques for aiding pedestrian safety that do not rely
on camera input, but rather on a smartphone’s microphone
[21] and GPS [22] have also been proposed. For instance,
Lee et al. [21] employ sound features extracted from the
smartphone’s microphone to detect oncoming vehicles, while
pSafety [22] recognizes potential collisions between pedestrians and oncoming vehicles using the smartphone’s GPS. One
main shortcoming of these systems is that they are useful in
detecting only outdoor traffic-related hazards scenarios.
Furthermore, techniques that employ specialized devices
and sensors for improving pedestrian safety have also been
proposed. Lookup [23] uses information from specialized
motion sensors attached to pedestrians’ shoes to profile step
and slope in order to detect curbs, ramps and other obstructions. Similarly, Ramos and Irani [12] used a depth camera
(paired with a smartphone), while Ahn and Kim [13] and
[14] employed an ultrasonic sensor for detecting pedestrian
hazards and/or for guided navigation. Besides relying on
specialized sensors or hardware, these systems attempt to
address pedestrian safety by detecting obstacles or other
potential hazards (to pedestrians). In this paper, we take an
orthogonal approach to pedestrian safety by attempting to
detect inattentiveness among pedestrians. Our main intuition
for such an approach is that if distracted pedestrians are
accurately detected in real-time, and promptly notified, they
may be able to take appropriate corrective action to navigate
away from a potentially hazardous situation.
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FIGURE 1: A generic pedestrian safety system.
functions. As discussed before, one of the main functional requirements for a mobile/wearable device based CAR framework for pedestrian safety is computational and energy efficiency. Earlier research efforts in energy-aware recognition
mechanisms [20] have achieved a favorable balance between
classification accuracy and energy consumption, but these
schemes have been successful in recognizing only simple
activities, such as standing, walking and sitting, but not
concurrent activities. Recently, Korpela et al. [17] proposed
an energy-aware CAR framework for real-time applications
by using a minimal feature set to recognize individual data
segments and a hierarchical classification mechanism for
concurrent activity recognition. However, their framework
employs a specialized wearable device hardware, and may
not work for commercial off-the-shelf mobile devices thus
making them less likely to be adopted by users.

B. CONCURRENT ACTIVITY RECOGNITION (CAR)

C. A GENERIC PEDESTRIAN SAFETY FRAMEWORK

The problem of detecting distracted pedestrians can be generalized as a concurrent activity recognition or CAR problem
where the goal is to detect concurrent pedestrian activities of
being mobile (e.g., walking, running or climbing/descending
stairs) and being distracted (e.g., texting, eating or reading).
CAR techniques that can distinguish different combinations
of elementary activities have been extensively used in the literature for complex human activity recognition. For instance,
Shoaib et al. [18], [24] used multi-source and multi-sensor
motion data, from two smartphones, one in trouser pocket
and the other on the wrist, to recognize activities that involve
hand gestures, such as smoking, eating, drinking coffee and
giving a talk. Liu et al. [19] also employed multi-sensor time
series data to recognize sequential, concurrent, and generic
complex activities by building a dictionary of the time series
patterns (called shapelets) to represent atomic activities.
However several shortcomings in these approaches, as outlined next, prevent them from being effectively used in pedestrian safety applications. For instance, Shoaib et al.’s work
[24] requires the system to keep track of time segments that
precede and follow the current one, and thus, unsuitable for
pedestrian safety applications that require real-time operation
and feedback. Others are not suitable for implementation on
resource-constrained mobile and wearable devices, primarily
due to their use of complex feature sets and classification

The two main components of a pedestrian safety system
include (Figure 1): (i) a distraction or hazard detection component, and (ii) an accident prevention component. In this
paper, we primarily focus on the former. Figure 1 depicts the
design of a generalized learning-based framework which is
the main building block for pedestrian distraction detection in
such systems. As shown in Figure 1, the distraction detection
framework comprises of: (i) a data processing module (includes noise removal, segmentation, and feature generation
processes), and (ii) a CAR model building phase (includes
the design of an appropriate activity classification function
and training it using processed labeled training data). Once a
trained CAR model is available, it can be used to recognize
(or classify) distracted pedestrian activities. Such a design of
the distraction detection framework is commonly employed
in the literature (and in practice) for pedestrian safety and
other applications, and will also be employed by us in this
paper.
Our distraction detection framework relies on multi-sensor
data obtainable from multiple mobile devices carried by
the pedestrians, specifically, motion (including, data from
accelerometer and gyroscope sensors) and contextual information from the pedestrian’s smartphone and smartwatch.
The data processing module in our framework filters this
multi-sensor data to eliminate errors and inconsistencies,
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segments it into fixed-size blocks or windows, and extracts
relevant features from it. It should, however, be noted that
the data processing task may vary depending on the chosen
CAR technique. The extracted features are then used to
train appropriate CAR models within a supervised learning
paradigm. These trained CAR models are utilized by our
framework for distracted activity classification or recognition
tasks. It should be easy to see that an appropriate CAR
technique is central to the design of a pedestrian distraction detection framework that can attain a practical balance
between computational efficiency, detection accuracy and
energy consumption, and is the focus of our research in this
paper.
In our preliminary work [25] towards designing an efficient CAR model suitable for detecting distracted pedestrian
activities, we proposed a novel CAR technique called DFAM.
We also undertook a preliminary evaluation of DFAM primarily in a personalized setting, where both training and
testing of DFAM were conducted using the same participants’ motion data. In this paper, we significantly expand our
DFAM evaluation in a personalized setting, and comprehensively evaluate a generalized setting where the training and
testing are conducted on disjoint sets of participants. Such a
generalized evaluation can validate if DFAM can accurately
detect distracted pedestrian activities even when personalized
training data from a user is not available. We were also able
to significantly reduce the resource footprint of our initial
DFAM implementation by designing a hierarchical activity
recognition model, presented and evaluated in Section VI.

ences between audio (found in audio files) and motion data
(sampled from the smartphone and smartwatches), it is nontrivial to use Wang’s audio matching algorithm directly for
activity recognition using motion data. In the audio matching
application, matching features in the test audio file occur
at almost identical relative time offsets from the beginning
of the audio file being matched to. In contrast, motion data
from pedestrian activities generally does not occur at exactly
fixed time offsets, therefore requiring a new matching algorithm. Other differences between motion and audio data
include a significantly lower sampling rate of smartphone
and smartwatch motion sensors (compared to audio data
which is generally sampled at a much higher frequency) and
distinctly different dominant frequency ranges of both types
of data. Recently, Sharma et al. [27] successfully applied
dominant frequency-based activity matching for simple (nonconcurrent) activities, using fixed threshold-based classifiers.
In this paper, we use preprocessing techniques used by Wang
[26] and extend Sharma et al.’s work significantly in order to
recognize concurrent activities related to pedestrian distractions.
DFAM utilizes multiple frequency bins to extract more
than one dominant frequency, which can be used to characterize and recognize activities more accurately. As a result, by
using frequency domain features, we can avoid resource intensive sample-to-sample synchronization required for computing multi-source time domain features. Our proposed
DFAM scheme comprises of a model generation or training
phase and a classification phase, as outlined next.

III. PROPOSED PEDESTRIAN DISTRACTION
DETECTION TECHNIQUE

1) Model Generation

A majority of the time domain features utilized for concurrent
activity recognition [18], [24] are computationally intensive
and thus not suitable for real-time pedestrian distraction detection. Moreover, with multi-source (smartphone and smartwatch) data, data fusion (before feature extraction) proves to
be a challenging task owing to source (time) synchronization
issues in high-precision data streams. Our proposed CAR
technique, referred to as DFAM, addresses this problem, and
is capable of computing features (frequency domain, particularly dominant frequencies) directly and independently on the
different devices, such as smartphone and smartwatch. Technical details of our proposed CAR technique are presented
in this section. We also outline other well-known techniques
that have been employed in the literature [18], [24] for
similar activity classification tasks, as we later empirically
compare the performance of our DFAM technique against
these classical activity classification techniques.

During the training phase, (low-pass) filtered time-series
motion data from the smartphone and smartwatch, denoted
as Tp and Tw , respectively, corresponding to each activity of
interest is first segmented into smaller fixed-sized windows of
W samples, with an overlap ratio R for optimal training data
utilization. Let’s assume that this motion data is sampled at a
frequency fs , then
1

2

where m ≈

DFAM is inspired by the audio matching algorithm proposed by Avery Wang [26]. Proprietary versions of Wang’s
algorithm are commonly used in popular song searching
applications, such as Shazam. Due to the significant differ4

1

2

n

sizeof (Tp )
(1 − R)W

and n ≈

(1)

sizeof (Tw )
(1 − R)W

After this pre-processing step, the frequency response of
each window in Tp and Tw is independently calculated using
a discrete Fourier transformation technique such as a fast
Fourier transform (or FFT [28]). Let the frequency responses
corresponding to Tp and Tw be represented as Fp and Fw ,
respectively.
1

A. DOMINANT FREQUENCY-BASED ACTIVITY
MATCHING (DFAM)

m

Tp = { bp , bp , . . . , bp }; Tw = { bw , bw , . . . , bw }

2

m

1

2

n

Fp = { sp , sp , . . . , sp }; Fw = { sw , sw , . . . , sw }
where

i

i

sp = F F T ( bp ) and

i

(2)

i

sw = F F T ( bw )

Frequency response of all windows, i sp ∈ Fp and i sw ∈
Fw , are then analyzed for a dominant frequency (DF) in g
frequency bins, with one dominant frequency in each bin:
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DF : {f(0,u1 ) , f(u1 ,u2 ) , . . . , f

}
f
(ug−1 , s )
2

All of the observed dominant frequency in each of the g bins
are then mapped to one of the h buckets and combined to
create a ‘signature’ for the activity. The buckets are obtained
by splitting the entire frequency spectrum (or part of the
spectrum covered by each bin) into h equally sized intervals
[fo , fc ] with constant l = fc − fo .
H : v → bv/l e mod h,

Hx = H(DFx );

g

g

H: R → Z

Hy = H(DFy );

<h

Hz = H(DFz )

(3)

Ps
if
F (c Hk , train Hki,j ) = 0
Pk=1
s
if
F (c Hk , train Hki,j ) = 1
Pk=1
s
c
train
if
Hki,j ) = 2
k=1 F ( Hk ,
.
.
.
Ps
c
if
F
(
Hk , train Hki,j ) = s − 1
Pk=1
s
c
train
if
Hki,j = s
k=1 F ( Hk ,


0





( 1s )s


 2 s

( s )
Si,j (ac ) =
.

.


.



s−1 s

(
 s )


1

where Si,j (ac ) is the matching score per training instance
j in each activity ai ∈ P × D, c Hk is the current activity
signature from k-th sensor axis, train Hki,j is the signature from
k-th sensor axis of j-th training instance of activity ai , and

(4)
F (a, b) =

The hash functions H6 − H8 from Table 1 are dependant
on W as h is equivalent to W, b W2 e, b W3 e respectively. The
remaining functions H0−H5 have bucket size h independent
of window size W .
TABLE 1: Summary of hash functions used.
Function
H0
H1
H2
H3
H4
H5
H6
H7
H8

Definition
s e)/f c
v → b8g(bve mod d f2g
s
s e)/ fs c
v → bg(bve mod d f2g
2g
s e)/f c
v → b6g(bve mod d f2g
s
fs
v → b4g(bve mod d 2g e)/fs c
v → bv/2 e mod b f4s e
v → bve mod b f2s e
v → b2vW/fs e mod W
v → bvW/fs e mod b W
2 e
v → b2vW/3 fs e mod b W
3 e

As we are employing multiple devices and sensors, with
each sensor possibly outputting measurements across multiple dimensions (e.g., each accelerometer sensor measurement is across three dimensions), each training data point will
consist of measurements across multiple dimensions. For example, a dominant frequency analysis on three-dimensional
(x, y, z) time series data window will result in a threedimensional training point hHx , Hy , Hz i, where Hx , Hy ,
and Hz are the hashes of dominant frequencies on respective
axes. Now, let us denote the set of all distracted activities
as D, and the set of all pedestrian activities as P. For each
activity au ∈ P, a training dataset made of equalized data
points is created during the training phase, and stored along
with the corresponding label au . Similarly, for each concurrent activity av ∈ P × D, another training dataset made of
equalized data points is created during the training phase, and
stored along with the corresponding label av .
2) Activity Classification

To correctly classify a (test) user activity (say, ac ), DFAM
employs a dominant frequency matching technique using the
labeled training data (obtained from the model generation
phase), as described below. Given a test window with saxis signatures, the activity is matched using the following
scoring function:
VOLUME 0, 2018

(
0 a 6= b
1 a=b

The above scoring function gives exponentially more
weight to multi-dimensional signature matches, which will
intuitively result in a higher score when matching with the
ground truth activity. Finally, the activity is classified after
matching against the entire training dataset of all activities as
follows:
arg max
i

X

Si,j (ac ) ∀ai ∈ P × D

(5)

j

The current activity ac is then classified as that activity ai
which achieves the maximum aggregated score as shown in
Equation 5. A list of symbols used in the above system model
is summarized in Table 2.
TABLE 2: Summary of symbols used.
Symbol
Tp
Tw
Fp
Fw
W
R
g
h
P
D

Definition
Time-series motion data from smartphone
Time-series motion data from smartwatch
Frequency responses corresponding to Tp
Frequency responses corresponding to Tw
Number of samples in a training and testing window
Percentage of window overlap when extracting training windows
from Tp and Tw
Number of frequency bins
Number of buckets associated with the hash function H
Set of pedestrian activities
Set of distracted activities

B. CLASSICAL CLASSIFICATION MODELS

Traditional supervised learning-based classification functions, such as Naive Bayes (NB), Decision Tree (DT), Random Forests (RF), Support Vector Machine (SVM), k-Nearest
Neighbours (k-NN), have been successfully used in the literature (and in several deployed commercial applications)
for detecting complex and concurrent human activities [18],
[24]. Given that distracted pedestrian activities are inherently
concurrent activities, these supervised learning-based techniques comprise of a suitable candidate set for a comparative
performance evaluation with our proposed DFAM technique.
Below, we outline how these classification techniques are
5
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employed within our pedestrian distraction detection framework, and provide details on the related data pre-processing,
feature extraction and model training tasks.
Firstly, the (low-pass) filtered time-series motion data
from the smartphone and smartwatch, denoted as Tp and
Tw respectively, corresponding to each activity of interest
is segmented into smaller fixed-sized windows, as discussed
earlier for DFAM. Each of the motion data stream Tp and Tw
comprises of both the accelerometer and gyroscope sensor
data sampled along all the three axes at some frequency
fs . A set of time and frequency domain features, as have
been employed in the literature [18], [29], [30], [31], [32]
for activity recognition (and briefly outlined below), are then
computed from each window of the time series motion data
streams:
•

•

•
•

Mean, minimum, maximum, standard deviation, variance,
along with energy and entropy of discrete FFT components
for each of the three axes of both the accelerometer and
gyroscope time-series data.
Root mean square (RMS) correlation measures among the
three axes for each of the accelerometer and gyroscope
data.
Mean, median, and maximum of the instantaneous speed
(only for the accelerometer data).
Mean, median, and maximum of roll velocity (only for the
gyroscope data).

During the training phase, the motion time-series of each
activity is uniformly segmented into training windows of W
samples, and the above features are computed for all available
training windows. The entire process (filtering, segmentation,
and feature extraction) is repeated for all the considered
distraction-related activities in D and non-distraction activities in P in the training dataset to create a labeled feature set
for all the activities. Such a labeled training (feature) set is
then used to train each of the concurrent activity classification
models. These data pre-processing and feature extraction
tasks remain the same for all the classification functions
considered.
1) Naive Bayes (NB)

Given a test (or unlabeled) feature set, a trained NB model
estimates the posterior probabilities of each activity (in the
set of all considered concurrent activities P × D), assuming
that the input features are independent of each other. The
unknown or test activity is then assigned an activity label
corresponding to the maximum posterior probability value.
Posterior probabilities are estimated according to the Bayes
rule.
2) Decision or Classification Tree (DT)

This technique constructs a tree structure using the labeled
feature sets of the training data, where leaves of the tree
represent the class labels of the different concurrent activities, whereas the branches represent conjunction of features
that lead to these class labels. Now given the feature set
6

of an unknown activity, the corresponding activity label is
determined by traversing through the branches of the trained
tree model using the discrete feature values in the feature set
until a leaf node is reached. The unknown activity is then
classified with the label corresponding to the reached leaf
node.
3) Random Forests (RF)

These are ensembles of decision trees that could output
multiple activity labels, one each from a decision tree, for
an unknown activity sample. The unknown activity is then
assigned an activity label using a majority rule.
4) Support Vector Machine (SVM)

This technique uses the labeled training data (feature sets) to
learn the hyperplanes separating the different activity classes.
These hyperplanes or decision boundaries are optimized to
achieve the maximum separation distance between activity
classes. After the model is trained, i.e. separating hyperplanes
are determined, the feature set corresponding to an unknown
activity is assigned a label corresponding to its placement in
the bounded n-dimensional feature space.
5) k-Nearest Neighbours (k-NN)

This technique creates a trained classification model by
grouping labeled training data or feature sets into separate
clusters based on their class label or activity they represent.
Then, a data sample from an unknown activity (or an unlabeled feature set) is classified as the class (or activity) of
a majority of its k closest or nearest neighbors. Euclidean
distance can be used as a closeness measure to compute the
proximity between two feature sets.
IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
A. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

Our experiments, approved by Wichita State University’s
Institutional Review Board (IRB), involved collection of
motion sensor data from twenty participants. Participants
were primarily from Wichita State University between the
age groups of 20 and 40, among which 15 were male and
the remaining were female. Each experiment belonged to one
of the four device-placement scenarios (Figure 2): two same
side, two different side device placements. In the same-side
placement scenarios, either both smartwatch and smartphone
are worn on the right wrist and placed inside right hip pocket
(RR), or worn on the left wrist and placed inside the left
hip pocket (LL). The latter two scenarios switch the device
placements to the opposite sides of the body, i.e., smartwatch
on right wrist along with phone in left hip pocket (RL), and
smartwatch on the left wrist with the phone in right pocket
(LR).
1) Data Collection

Each participant in our experimental setup was assigned a
Motorola Moto XT1096 smartphone along with a paired
VOLUME 0, 2018
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TABLE 4: Datasets per placement scenario.

Smartwatch

Smartphone

FIGURE 2: Device placements during data collection (RR,
RL, LR, LL).

smartwatch (Sony Smartwatch 3 or a LG Urbane W150)
in order to record motion sensor data for a predefined set
of pedestrian activities as outlined in Appendix A. During
the enaction of these activities, the wrist-worn smartwatch
and paired smartphone recorded the three-dimensional accelerometer and gyroscope sensor data corresponding to
these activities at a sampling frequency of 50Hz. The activities performed by the participants encompassed simple
pedestrian activities, and concurrent non-distracted and distracted pedestrian activities. All concurrent activities except
the starred (*) activities in Table 3 constitute a set of distracted pedestrian activities. Their execution sequence was
randomized across participants in order to minimize any order effect in the experiments. Participants were compensated
with a maximum of $40 or 8 SONA credits1 for their participation. Table 4 outlines the number of datasets collected for
each device-placement scenario.
TABLE 3: Activities performed by the participants.
Simple Activities
Standing
Walking
Climbing stairs
Descending stairs
Sitting
Running

Concurrent Activities
Walking + Using Smartphone
Walking + Reading
Walking + Eating
Walking + Drinking
Climbing stairs + Using Smartphone
Climbing stairs + Reading
Climbing stairs + Eating
Climbing stairs + Drinking
Descending stairs + Using Smartphone
Descending stairs + Eating
Descending stairs + Reading
Descending stairs + Drinking
Running + Using Smartphone
Standing + Reading*
Standing + Eating*
Standing + Drinking*
Sitting + Using Smartphone*
Standing + Using Smartphone*

1 Wichita State University’s psychology SONA research credits, where
participating students received compensation in the form of research credits
as a course requirement.
VOLUME 0, 2018

LG+Moto
Sony+Moto
Total

RR

LL

RL

LR

Total

5
5
10

5
5
10

5
5
10

5
5
10

20
20
40

Collecting data from real distracted pedestrians to evaluate
the proposed detection mechanisms in a safe, yet realistic
setting, has been one of the biggest challenges of this research
effort. To ensure participant safety, we conducted all data collection in a controlled, but realistic, environment with some
activities conducted inside a building, while some others in
the open space. Ensuring participant safety during certain distracted activities (e.g., descending stairs while reading) was
challenging due to potential falling and injury risks. In order
to overcome these challenges, we took several precautionary
measures as per the IRB’s recommendation throughout the
data collection. For example, a safety harness was placed on
the participant when climbing up and down the stairs and
performing a distracted activity such as reading or eating.
The safety harness was handled by two researchers while the
participant was performing the activity, and was designed so
as to not impede the participants’ natural motion. Participants
were also allowed sufficient rest and water breaks between
activities to avoid injuries due to fatigue and dehydration.
Due to these safety precautions, our data collection experiments took a significant amount of time – each participant
took, on an average, 2-3 hours to complete all the activities.
Also, due to the intensive physical demands of the (data collection) experiments, participants had to be screened based
on their fitness level (as required by the IRB). The physical
demands of our experiments, together with these additional
constraints in selecting participants limited our ability to
recruit an even large number of participants. Despite the
above challenges, we feel that we have collected an adequate
amount of data to make statistically significant validations.
Lastly, activities such as eating, drinking or reading while
running were not included during the data collection experiments as per IRB’s recommendation to ensure participant
safety.
2) Evaluation Parameters

Analysis of the proposed DFAM technique was done on a
64-bit PC with Intel Xeon processor and 32 GB RAM using
Java 8 and Python 3. This PC implementation was used to
extensively benchmark performance, which is not feasible
on a resource constrained smartphone. We also implemented
DFAM for the Android and Android Wear ecosystem, which
was used to evaluate on-device response time and resource
utilization under real-life usage. For CAR models deployed
on the Motorola Moto XT1096 smartphone, the following
metrics captured system responsiveness and resource efficiency. Response time (RT) is the time taken by the system
to read activity data, process the motion sensor data block,
generate features, classify the activity, and notify the user. It
7
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0.80
0.78
0.76
Accuracy

is measured in seconds (s). CPU utilization is measured as a
percentage of total CPU resources utilized by the application.
RAM usage denotes the amount of total RAM used by the
application, and is measured in megabytes (MB). Battery
usage indicates the percentage of the total battery capacity
used by the application, measured in milliwatts (mW ). The
CPU utilization, battery usage and RAM utilization were
recorded in these trials over a period of sixty minutes and
repeated ten times to validate the results.

0.74
0.72
0.70

B. DFAM PERFORMANCE

First, we evaluate the classification performance of our proposed DFAM technique under varying model parameters
such as window size, hash function, number of frequency
bins and device placement scenarios, in a personalized setting
and using the combined Sony+Moto datasets (as outlined
earlier in Table 4). In a personalized evaluation setting, the
DFAM model is trained with data belonging to only one
participant, and validated with the same participant’s data.
Each participant dataset was trained and analyzed individually and independently of the other datasets. After training,
each model is evaluated using a 10-fold cross validation,
where the dataset is randomly split into ten equal parts, one
of which becomes the test set and the remaining nine parts
constitute as the training set. The testing is repeated on each
of the ten parts as the test set, and results are averaged across
the ten tests.
1) Training Window Overlap Ratio

Training window overlap ratio (R) is the fraction of common samples between two consecutive time-series windows
selected from the entire training time-series data (Tp and Tw ).
We conduct an empirical analysis to better understand how a
trained DFAM model will be affected by different training
window overlap ratios, and determine the optimal value of
R for the purpose of detecting distracted pedestrian related
activities. The training window overlap ratio is also correlated to the number of training windows that can be extracted
from the training data, which has significant implications
if training is conducted in a personalized setting. In any
personalized activity recognition model, users are supposed
to train the model by providing it with representative training
data for each type of activity to be detected. However, if the
amount of personalized data required for training is large,
the training process may become long and tiresome for the
user. Therefore, if the model performs satisfactorily for high
training window overlap ratios, it would imply that DFAM
will require less training data, and thus can have a concise
and user-friendly training process.
Figure 3 shows an example of how DFAM classification
accuracy changes for different values of R, obtained after
a single participant trained the model for personalized use.
To avoid inconsistencies in this visualized example, the same
training time-series data (Tp and Tw ) were used for all values
of R. For the sake of simplicity, we also fix other critical parameters that can also affect DFAM classification accuracies
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FIGURE 3: Personalized DFAM classification accuracy for
different window overlap ratios. W = 128, g = 3.

(evaluated in later sections), such as window size (W = 128),
number of frequency bins (g = 3), and hash function (H7).
In Figure 3, we can observe that the trained models generated
using lower R values resulted in lower accuracy, and vice
versa. For instance, the accuracy for DFAM model trained
with R = 0.1 is 0.72, whereas DFAM trained with R = 0.9
resulted in the accuracy of 0.77. As a result, DFAM can
perform satisfactorily with less training data, thus requiring
a concise training process.
However, for a DFAM with a window of 32 samples, and a
training overlap ratio R = 0.9, a maximum of 927 signatures
can be extracted for each activity time-series data of 60
seconds, which is much larger than a DFAM with R = 0.7
and approximately 309 signatures. If the DFAM is trained
with data from 24 activities, the signature count increases
drastically, for the R = 0.9 scenario, to 22248 when compared to the R = 0.7 scenario which results in only 7416
signatures. Therefore, for higher R values, DFAM has more
signatures to match against for recognizing an activity, which
may increase processing and response times. Considering
this trade-off between accuracy and response time, we select
a middle ground, R = 0.7, for analysis of other parameters
affecting DFAM, in the following subsections.
2) Hash Function

The hash function in DFAM (Table 2) helps to reduce the
final model size and response time. This is mainly because it
takes lesser space to store and lesser time to match against
a mapped value of a dominant frequency, for instance in
two characters, than in its original floating format. Different
hash functions generate dissimilar signatures for the same set
of dominant frequencies, which may differently affect the
distracted pedestrian activity detection accuracy. Assessing
the hash functions is essential for determining a DFAM
model that consumes fewer resources in terms of space and
processing time, which can lead to extra service time and a
positive impact on user experience. Therefore, this section
investigates how the performance of DFAM is affected by
VOLUME 0, 2018
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FIGURE 4: Personalized DFAM classification accuracy for
different mapping functions. R = 0.7, W = 128, g = 3.

various hash functions, based on a fixed frequency range of
0-25Hz determined by the 50Hz sensor sampling rate.
Figure 4 shows how the DFAM model performs across
DFAM with different hash function implementations, in a
personalized setting with windows of size W = 128 samples,
g = 3 frequency bins, and a training window overlap ratio
to be R = 0.7. The vertical lines inside the colored blocks
in Figure 4 represent the mean accuracy across individual
datasets, and the lines to the left and right of each block
corresponding to the first and third quartile of the distribution (individual dataset accuracies) with the blocks housing
half of the distribution data points. The diamonds represent
the outliers in accuracy results, which do not follow the
distribution. We observe that hash functions H0 and H2
perform better than the remaining functions, and have mean
classification accuracies of 0.78 and 0.8 with a standard
deviation of 0.06 and 0.05, respectively. H4 and H6 closely
follow them, with accuracies of 0.76 and 0.75, respectively.
Based on these observations, we conduct further analysis on
DFAM using the hash function H2 in the following sections.
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FIGURE 5: Personalized DFAM classification accuracy for
different window sizes and number of frequency bins. R =
0.7, H = H2.

on. However, we have to be careful in choosing W because if
the training window overlap ratio is high then the time taken
to perform the activity matching increases as there will be
more number of signatures to match against.
Figure 5 shows the performance of a DFAM model with
a training window overlap ratio R = 0.7 for different g and
W combinations. We evaluated window sizes W in powers
of two in order to perform faster FFT computations. For a
model with g = 3 frequency bins, the mean accuracies of the
trained classification model for 128 and 256 sample windows
are 0.84 and 0.83, respectively. These accuracies are higher
than the mean accuracy of models using a 32 sample window
(0.79), indicating that the use of larger W yields better results
in most cases. The caveat to choosing a very large W is that
it takes more time to obtain a pedestrian activity, which may
not be favorable for time-critical applications. Based on these
constraints, we pick W = 128 to be the window size of the
DFAM model for the later evaluations.
4) Hardware

3) Number of Frequency Bins and Window Size

Number of frequency bins (g) refers to the number of partitions dividing the sample frequency spectrum. The proposed
DFAM uses g frequency bins and extracts g dominant frequencies (one from each bin) to generate the signatures. To
determine how the number of bins can affect the classification
accuracy, we perform a combined analysis with different
sized windows. When time-series data from smartphone and
smartwatch sensors (Tp and Tw ) is divided into windows,
each window contains W motion sensor samples. Selecting
the appropriate window sizes is also critical for improving
the overall responsiveness of the distraction detection framework. As the processing time (and thus response time) is
directly correlated to the window size, it is favorable to have
a model that can detect activities using small windows sizes.
A window of 32 samples can be obtained in approximately
0.64 seconds (at 50Hz), 64 samples in 1.28 seconds, and so
VOLUME 0, 2018

Next, we analyze the performance of DFAM trained using the
motion sensor data sampled from different make and model
of smartwatches. The analysis will show whether DFAM
trained on data from different smartwatches have comparable
classification accuracies. There is a possibility that training
and testing with data from one hardware yields better results
than training and testing using data from another hardware.
Given the availability of many smartphone and smartwatch
models, it is important to know whether DFAM trained with
data from different hardware have similar performance in a
personalized setting.
Figure 6 shows how much a DFAM model trained and
tested with the data collected from LG smartwatch (Table
4) differs from a DFAM model trained and tested with data
collected from Sony smartwatch. The comparison is done
for each device placement scenario shown earler in Figure
2. We can see that DFAM trained with Sony data has a
9
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FIGURE 6: Personalized DFAM classification accuracy for
different hardware and sensor positions. R = 0.7, H = H2,
W = 128, g = 3.

mean accuracy of 0.78, and performs slightly better than the
DFAM trained with LG data, which has a mean accuracy
of 0.74. Statistical analysis using a paired t-test [33] shows
that the DFAM models trained with Sony and LG data
have comparable performance with t-statistic value of 2.00
and probability p = 0.053. These observations indicate that
DFAM models have very similar classification performance
using hardwares of different manufacturers.
5) Device Placements

In our experiments, same side device placements refer to
scenarios where the smartwatch is worn on the same side
as the smartphone (Figure 2). For instance, we label the two
possible same side scenarios as RR and LL, to denote leftleft and right-right placement of the devices, respectively.
Different side scenarios, on the other hand, represent scenarios where the smartwatch is worn on the opposite side of
the smartphone. For example, in RL and LR placements, the
smartwatch is worn on the right and left wrist, respectively,
along with the smartphone in left and right pant pocket,
respectively. Investigating these scenarios can provide light
on the adaptability of the model, especially on whether
the current DFAM model can still identify the pedestrian
activities and perform consistently when sensor positions
are changed. As for the preference for device placement
differs from person to person, there may be cases where
trained models from a certain device placement may yield
better results than others, which is why we consider the four
common scenarios (Figure 2 in order to find the best device
placement among them.
In Figure 7, we consolidate the results across four different DFAM models for each of the four device-placement
scenarios in the personalized setting. These placements are
tagged based on the location of the smartwatch and smartphone. For a window with W = 128 samples, the mean
classification accuracy of a RR model (0.857) is very close
to the mean classification accuracy of a LL model (0.861).
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FIGURE 7: Personalized DFAM classification accuracy for
different sensor positions. R = 0.7, H = H2, g = 3.

We also observe the same side results average to 0.86 and is
similar to the different side accuracies which averages to 0.85
for the same window size. Therefore, we can conclude that
there is insignificant difference in DFAM performance due to
different device placements. In addition to this, we perform a
paired t-test [33] to check if dominant hand placement yields
better results than the non-dominant hand placement. The
overall mean difference is close to zero with a t-statistic value
of 0.39, and a p value of 0.69. The small t-statistic value
indicate that there is no significant performance difference
between the DFAM model trained with activity data obtained
from the dominant hand wrist and the model trained with
non-dominant hand data, but the high p-value suggests a
possibility that the results are obtained by chance.
6) Sensors

The experiments in the previous sections used DFAM models
trained using both accelerometer and gyroscope sensor data.
In this section, we perform evaluations on two additional
DFAM models: one model trained and tested using only
accelerometer sensor data and the other model trained and
tested using gyroscope data. This helps us determine whether
a particular sensor or a combination time-series data is required (or beneficial) to precisely detect pedestrian related
distracted activities. Such an analysis eliminates the collection and usage of extraneous or redundant data, and thereby
reduces the response time of the distraction detection module
by making classifications quick and efficient.
Figure 8 shows the classification accuracies of DFAM
models trained with different combinations of sensor data.
Based on our empirical results, we observe an improvement
in classification accuracy when DFAM model has access
to both accelerometer and gyroscope data. In a single sensor setting, classification using the gyroscope data performs
significantly better than using the accelerometer data. For
instance, for a window of 128 samples, the mean accuracy of
gyroscope-based classification models (0.81) is higher than
the accelerometer-based models by 7.2%, both of which are
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FIGURE 8: Personalized DFAM classification accuracy for
different sensors used in training. R = 0.7, H = H2, g = 3.

outperformed by the model with combined accelerometer
and gyroscope data, having a mean accuracy of 0.86. Therefore, both accelerometer and gyroscope sensor data should
be used by DFAM for achieving better distracted pedestrian
detection accuracy.
V. GENERALIZED COMPLEX ACTIVITY RECOGNITION

The previous section evaluated the DFAM model performance in a personalized mode, where the participants provide
their own data to train the models. However, some users
may not be able to invest in the time and effort required
for a personalized training. For such users, we require a
trained CAR model that generalizes well, i.e., it must be able
to accurately classify distraction related pedestrian activities
from new users. In this section, we focus on designing and
analyzing the performance of a generalized classification
model.
A. GENERALIZING DFAM

A generalized CAR model is one which can correctly classify activities of new participants, without knowledge of
their activity data. Towards designing a generalized CAR
model, we trained a DFAM model by using training data
from multiple participants and combined the resultant signatures. We conduct experiments to analyze how effective this
straightforward aggregation is in formulating a generalized
CAR model. Incorporating data from multiple participants
along with utilization of a high training overlap ratio R
and a sufficiently small window size (W = 128) is likely
to conceive a trained model encompassing a large number
of activity signatures in the generalized setting, than in the
personalized setting. This is because the overlap ratio directly
corresponds to the number of training windows generated,
and a large overlap ratio (R) may generate more windows
for fixed-length time-series data when compared to a smaller
R value. As each window corresponds to a signature in the
trained model, the number of signatures increase, and so
does the number of matches done to recognize an unknown
VOLUME 0, 2018

activity, which can increase the recognition time in the distraction detection module. Weighing down on these tradeoffs, we trained models with a 20% training window overlap
ratio (R = 0.2) for the generalized experiments instead of
R = 0.7 used in the personalized setting (Section IV-B) to
balance the overall framework performance.
Table 5 shows the average classification measures of
generalized CAR models, across placement scenarios from
Figure 2, using the Leave-One-Subject-Out Cross Validation
(LOSO). In LOSO technique, one participant’s dataset is
used as the test set while the rest is used to generate the
trained model, from a group of participants belonging to any
placement scenario. The mean accuracy of these individual
scenario models are computed for all CAR models, after
which we compare the classification accuracies of DFAM
with traditional CAR algorithms that are widely used for
activity recognition in the literature, as shown in Table 5.
Results show that the accuracy of the DFAM model with
window size W = 128 is 0.61 and slightly lower that the
mean classification accuracies of NB and SVM models which
are 0.65 and 0.67, respectively. A repeated measures ANOVA
test indicates that DFAM performance is significantly different from the traditional classifiers based on the high Fstatistic value of 13.50 and 7 degrees of freedom. A small
probability value p < 0.001 also suggests that the results
were less likely obtained by chance. Although SVM has good
classification accuracies for most windows sizes in Table 5,
DFAM is not far behind.
B. ON-DEVICE CAR WITH GENERALIZED DFAM

An on-device CAR evaluation is one in which the signature
(or feature) generation and matching (or classification) is
executed on the mobile and wearable device, unlike the
evaluations in Sections IV-B and V-A which were executed
on a PC. We implement the generalized models on the
smartphone and smartwatch to analyze its response time and
to measure the resources consumed by each CAR model.
Quick response time is vital in determining the effectiveness
of our framework, because any delay in alerting distracted
pedestrians can be decisive in potential accident prevention.
This should be accompanied by a lower resource utilization
rate which decides the service time, or the amount of time
the framework detects distracted activities and notifies the
pedestrian.
Table 6 shows the DFAM implementation performance on
the device, where we evaluate the response time, CPU, RAM
and battery consumption of DFAM on the Motorola XT1096
smartphone paired with the Sony Smartwatch 3. The XT1096
with a 2300mAh Li-ion battery was running Android 6.0,
while the Smartwatch 3 with a 420mAh Li-ion battery was
running Android Wear 1.5. Results show that DFAM and
NB have a lower response time (1.8s) for windows of 128
samples (W = 128) compared to other traditional classifiers,
which is beneficial for alerting distracted pedestrians in realtime. CPU utilization, power consumption and RAM utilization are also on the lower side, which means that users will
11
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TABLE 5: Generalized classification accuracy of DFAM and other classifiers. R = 0.2, H = H2, g = 3.
W = 32
W = 64
W = 128
W = 256
W = 512

DFAM

SVM

DT

RF

NB

1-NN

2-NN

3-NN

0.49
0.52
0.61
0.65
0.69

0.56
0.65
0.67
0.70
0.76

0.45
0.53
0.55
0.64
0.64

0.53
0.64
0.65
0.71
0.76

0.49
0.58
0.58
0.62
0.67

0.53
0.54
0.58
0.63
0.69

0.52
0.58
0.58
0.63
0.69

0.54
0.58
0.59
0.63
0.70

TABLE 6: Average resource consumption of Generalized Classifiers. R = 0.2, H = H2, W = 128.
Utilization
CPU (%)
1.7%
3.9%
0.8%
3.1%
1.3%
2.1%
1.9%
2.1%

notice a minimal impact on performance of their smartphone.
With DFAM, we can update the existing trained model in
real-time by simply appending the activity signatures computed to the model file. This manner of operation is not
possible in case of NB models, where the models have to
be re-trained in its entirety. These positive results position
DFAM as the preferred candidate for use as a CAR technique
in the distracted pedestrian detection framework.
VI. IMPROVING DFAM

In this section, we further reduce the resource footprint and
improve classification accuracy of the DFAM model from
Section V-B by proposing a modification to the CAR framework through the introduction of a hierarchical model. We
also implement this improved model on-device and measure
its performance.

Consumption
Power (mW)
33.3-129.5
33.3-188.7
33.3-85.1
85.1-222
40.7-96.2
85.1-214.6
85.1-188.7
85.1-218.3

Utilization
RAM (MB)
37
43
36
68
20
23
32
57
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Size (KB)
236
229
111
6100
131
1700
1700
1700
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FIGURE 9: A hierarchical distracted pedestrian detection
model.

A. A HIERARCHICAL MODEL

Our hierarchical model is one in which high-level user activities are represented as states, as shown in Figure 9. The
framework design is based on the observation from Section
IV-B3 that smaller windows consume fewer resources to
record and recognize an activity as opposed to larger windows for a fixed R. This coupled with the fact that most
simple (repetitive) activities can be accurately recognized
using windows with small W , and most complex activities
require larger sample windows [34], [18], leads to a system
model with two or more models: one with small W for the
simple activities and one (or more) with larger W for the
concurrent activities. The design is likely to achieve balanced
performance outcomes, and thus have a positive impact on
the overall user experience with the devices consuming lesser
resources and providing extra service time.
In the hierarchical model, when the system is in state S1,
it is actively attempting to detect high-level moving activities
from the device (smartphone+smartwatch) motion data. Once
moving is detected, the system transitions to state S2 where
12

it actively attempts to detect (and determine) the high-level
distraction-related activity. If a distraction is not detected
while the system is in state S2, the system transitions back
to state S1. However, in case the pedestrian is detected to
be distracted while in state S2, appropriate action is taken
(e.g., user notification), and the system is set back to state
S1 after an appropriate reset time. This reset time has to be
carefully determined because if the reset is too frequent the
user will obtain repetitive notifications, and users may in turn
decide to not use our application anymore, or the notification
itself can become a source of distraction. Further human
factors study is required to determine the optimal duration
between notifications to distracted users. Nonetheless, such
a hierarchical CAR (HCAR) approach can reduce resource
utilization and improve accuracy, especially when users are
not mobile, because the activity recognition occurs within
smaller sets of activities.
It is also important to note that our hierarchical model
simplifies the classification problem from a multi-class clasVOLUME 0, 2018
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sification to a binary classification. For example, in state
S1 the classification is to determine whether the user is a
pedestrian or not, without regard for the type of pedestrian
activity. Similarly, in state S2 the classification is to determine whether the user is distracted or not, without regard
for the type of distracted activity. Intuitively, this simplified
classification should improve the overall accuracy, compared
to our previous multi-class classification results (Tables 5 and
6).
B. ON-DEVICE HCAR WITH GENERALIZED DFAM

The on-device HCAR is similar to the on-device CAR in
Section V-B where the signature generation and matching are
done on the smartphone and smartwatch with the exception
of the hierarchical nature of the model.
We evaluate the accuracy, response time, CPU, and RAM
utilization of the HCAR approach on the Motorola XT1096
smartphone paired with the Sony Smartwatch 3 using the pretrained classification model from Section V-A with parameters R = 0.2, H = H2, g = 3, and W = 128. In this
case the signature (or feature) generation and matching (or
classification) is executed on the mobile and wearable device,
unlike the evaluation in Section V-A which was executed on a
PC. The All category in Table 7 shows the DFAM implementation performance in a non-hierarchical model from Section V-B. We see significantly reduced resource utilization
when users are in S1 (not pedestrian), that is, the CPU and
RAM utilization significantly reduces from 1.7% to 0.8%,
and from 37MB to 30MB, respectively. Additionally, the
combined classification accuracy of the generalized DFAM
models at states S1 and S2 (0.79 and 0.74, respectively)
using the hierarchical model is significantly better than the
classification accuracy of the generalized model (0.61) in
a non-hierarchical setting, as shown in Table 6. Therefore,
the hierarchical approach improves overall classification accuracy compared to our previous results in Tables 5 and 6.
These results validate that the hierarchal model can indeed
be used within a pedestrian distraction detection framework,
where it is critical to minimize the resource footprint of
the framework without compromising its distracted activity
detection accuracy and response time.
TABLE 7: Average resource consumption of HCAR with
Generalized DFAM.
Response Time
CPU Utilization
RAM Utilization
Power Consumption

All
1.8 s
1.7%
37 MB
64.4 mW

S1
0.6 s
0.8%
30 MB
37.8 mW

S2
0.9 s
1.5%
35 MB
59.8 mW

VII. DISCUSSION

Despite our really encouraging results, we feel that there
were some limitations of our work, which we would like to
address in our upcoming research efforts.

VOLUME 0, 2018

A. LIMITATIONS

As our experiments were somewhat demanding for participants, they were unable to give longer (in terms of, time)
datasets, which would have been preferable. The challenging
nature of the experiments and the safety precautions also
constrained the number/type of participants we could recruit.
The smaller dataset size restricts us to analyze and compare
results using more complex techniques, such as deep learning
algorithms. However, our intuition is that while the use of
deep learning algorithms may result in better classification
accuracy, their high resource requirements may not be suitable for running on mobile and wearable devices.
B. FUTURE WORK

As part of future work, we will be investigating into techniques that can further improve the current DFAM performance. We will also work towards developing an on-device
alert module for users’ mobile and/or wearable devices that
will remind distracted pedestrians that they should pay more
attention to their surroundings while they are in motion. Additionally, we plan to implement a cloud-based alert module
that will employ crowd-sourced contextual information from
distracted users to alert other users in the vicinity about
the presence of distracted pedestrians. The design of these
alert modules, however, is not trivial and requires a careful
analysis of the associated human-factors issues. An alert
mechanism that is not carefully designed may annoy users
with frequent notifications, who may in turn decide to not
use it anymore, or may itself become a source of distraction.
We plan to accomplish this as part of our future work.
VIII. CONCLUSION

We outlined and comprehensively evaluated a novel framework that detects and recognizes distracted pedestrian activities by using motion data available from users’ mobile and
wearable devices. As part of our framework, we designed and
evaluated a novel dominant frequency matching based concurrent activity recognition model, called DFAM, and compared the performance and execution efficiency of the DFAM
model with other well-known learning-based classification
functions, such as Random Forests, SVM, k-NN, Naive
Bayes and Decision Trees. Our evaluation results showed
that the proposed DFAM model is a suitable candidate for
detecting concurrent activities, such as that of distracted
pedestrians, and that it has reasonable concurrent activity
recognition accuracy compared to traditional classification
functions. We also observed that DFAM has lower power
consumption rates and quicker response time(s) compared
to Random Forests, SVM, k-NN, Naive Bayes and Decision
Trees. In summary, we have not only comprehensively evaluated the efficacy and feasibility of various concurrent activity
recognition techniques for detecting and recognizing pedestrian distraction, but have also proposed a novel concurrent
activity recognition technique that achieves a good balance
between recognition accuracy and alert response time, while
being energy efficient. Finally, we proposed and evaluated
13
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a hierarchical model for recognizing distracted pedestrian
activities, which further reduces resource utilization and improves detection accuracy.
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APPENDIX A - DETAILED EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
Task Sets 1: Simple Activities
Task A: Standing
The participant will be standing in a sagittal posture; both arms at the sides.
Task B: Walking
The participant will be walking along a hallway. The first minute in a slower pace,
followed by normal and quick paces; each for a minimum duration of one minute.
Tasks C and D: Climbing Upstairs and Downstairs
In these tasks, the participant will be climbing the stairs one at a time, without
using the support of the side rails. The participant will initially be asked to climb
down three floors of stairs inside a university building at a slow pace. After which,
the participant will climb up the same stairs in a slow pace. Once the participant
reaches the starting point (3rd floor), he/she will be urged to climb down and up
again at the participant’s usual pace. The step count and time taken to complete the
tasks depends on individual participant’s speed at which the activity is done. As
combination of tasks C and D is more demanding, participants may take a short
break (up to 3 minutes each) in between when they reach back at the starting point
(3rd floor).
Task E: Sitting
The participant will be sitting idle on a comfortable chair.
Task F: Running
The participant will be running on the outdoor walkway.
Task Set 2: Concurrent Activities
Task A: Walking + Using smartphone
The participant will be asked to walk along a hallway, and use the smartphone
to play a game (Tetris) at the same time. The smartphone is placed back in their
pocket after this task is completed.
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Concurrent Activities Continued ...
Task B: Walking + Reading
The participant will be asked to walk while reading the front page of a printed
newspaper (The Sunflower).
Task C: Walking + Eating
The participant will be asked to walk and eat at the same time. Participant will be
given a choice to pick the food they will be eating in this task. The choices will
between a pack of chips, pretzels, or nuts. No restriction is imposed on the number
of chips, pretzel, or nuts they eats during this task. After the task, the participant
may eat any remaining food in the pack, or dispose it.
Task D: Walking + Drinking
The participant will be drinking and walking simultaneously. Participant will be
drinking from a bottle (17 fluid ounces) of drinking water at room temperature
(about 70◦ F). After the task, the participant may drink any remaining water in the
bottle, or dispose it.
Task E and F: Climbing Upstairs + Using Smartphone, Climbing Downstairs +
Using Smartphone
In these tasks, the participant will be using the smartphone while climbing stairs
(one at a time, without using the support of the side rails). The participant will be
asked to climb down three floors of stairs in Wallace Hall in their natural pace.
The participant will then climb up the same stairs, while continuing their use of
the smartphone. The step count and time taken to complete the tasks depends on
individual participant’s speed at which the activity is done. During these tasks, the
participants will use the smartphone to play a game (Tetris). The smartphone is
placed back in their pocket after this task is completed.
Task G and H: Climbing Upstairs + Reading, Climbing Downstairs + Reading
In these tasks, the participant will be reading the front page of a printed newspaper
(The Sunflower) while climbing stairs (one at a time, without using the support of
the side rails). The participant will be asked to climb down three floors of stairs
inside a university building at their natural pace. The participant will then climb up
the same stairs, while continuing to read the newspaper. The step count and time
taken to complete the tasks depends on individual participant’s speed at which the
activity is done.
Task I and J: Climbing Upstairs + Eating, Climbing Downstairs + Eating
In these tasks, the participant will be eating (from a pack of chips, pretzels, or
nuts) while climbing stairs (one at a time, without using the support of the side
rails). The participant will be asked to climb down three floors of stairs inside a
university building at their natural pace. The participant will then climb up the
same stairs, while continuing to eat. The step count and time taken to complete the
tasks depends on individual participant’s speed at which the activity is done. After
the tasks, the participant may eat any remaining food in the pack, or dispose it.
Task K and L: Climbing Upstairs + Drinking, Climbing Downstairs + Drinking
In these tasks, the participant will be intermittently drinking water from a 17 fluid
ounces water bottle, while climbing stairs (one at a time, without using the support
of the side rails). The participant will be asked to climb down three floors of stairs
inside a university building at their natural pace. The participant will then climb up
the same stairs, while continuing to drinking water from the bottle. The step count
time taken to complete the tasks depends on individual participant’s speed at which
the activity is done. After the tasks, the participant may drink any remaining water
in the bottle, or dispose it.
Task M: Running + Using Smartphone
The participant will be asked to run on outdoor walkway and use the smartphone
at the same time. The participant will use the smartphone to play a game (Tetris).
Task N: Sitting + Using Smartphone
The participant will sit on a comfortable chair and use the smartphone at the same
time. The participant will use the smartphone to play a game (Tetris).
Task O: Standing + Using Smartphone
The participant will stand and use the smartphone placed earlier in his/her pocket.
The participant will then be asked to play a game (Tetris) for the entire time. The
smartphone is placed back in their pocket after this task is completed.
Task P: Standing + Reading
The participant will be given a print copy of the Wichita State University newspaper, The Sunflower. The participant will be asked to read an article on the front
page in its entirety while standing.
Task Q: Standing + Eating
The participant will be given a choice to pick the food they will be eating in this
task. The choices will between a pack of chips, pretzels, or nuts. After picking one,
the participant will be asked to stand and eat the food, one piece at a time. After
the task, the participant may eat any remaining food in the pack, or dispose it.
Task R: Standing + Drinking
The participant will be drinking a bottle (17 fluid ounces) of drinking water at room
temperature (about 70◦ F) while standing. After the task, the participant may drink
any remaining water in the bottle, or dispose it.
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